
POL206 Rousseau Lectures

Discourse on the Origins of Inequality

[Slide - Rousseau’s Question]

Preface

How to know man in his natural state when he has been changed by time and 
circumstance - man as historical / progressive (though this progress is ambiguous)?

In seeking to know the nature of man we drive ourselves further away from that origin - 
there is a paradoxical quality to Rousseau’s thinking

We need to separate out what is original from what is artificial — first source of inequality 
is determined by when we have left that natural state, suggesting that people may find 
themselves at different stages of development from that natural state

Natural rights/law depend upon our understanding of human nature / the state of nature
-this changes from the ancients to the moderns - from law as general relations of all 

natural objects to law as a rule prescribed to a rational being

Contradiction of this kind of natural right/law - it requires the individual to have the trapping 
of civilisation/society in order to know it - reason is an achievement for Rousseau not a 
complete capacity of the human animal - it must be developed.

Natural law/rights talk then is the offering of rules for social and political life offered without 
justification beyond their author’s sense of their naturalness. 

Natural law/rights must take account of man in his natural state and offer up commands 
that are suitable to such a being such that he is capable of following the natural law

Rousseau suggests we have two natural tendencies/traits - self-preservation/well-being 
and empathy/compassion — these are impulses or sensations rather than rational 
postulates - we have them because of we are sentient beings - thus the natural law in 
some form applies even to animals even though they lack reason because they do have 
sentience/feeling

We must start with this natural state in order to distinguish the origins of moral inequality 
and the basis of society and government

Especially important as at first glance it seems society shows us the violence of powerful 
men and the oppression of the weak such that there are no firm/stable basis for society — 
what holds it all together?

[Slide - Part One state of nature]

Introduction

Two types of inequality - natural/physical and moral/political, which depends upon consent 
to inequalities - of wealth, status, power



If we do not want to say that moral/political inequalities are based on natural inequalities 
(which Rousseau thinks we should not), then we to give some accounting - by marking the 
point at which violence an force become war - when law constrains nature

Previous authors have transferred ideas/impulses formed in society to the state of nature - 
need, avarice, oppression, desire, pride - speaking of savage man they depict civilised 
man. 

A hypothetical and conditional exploration - not an accounting of facts - not a true history 
but one that nonetheless may tell us something of the origins of society - a history of 
human nature, of feeling

Part One

First, we must imagine man in a natural state without artificial gifts - animal less strong,less 
agile but better organised - adaptable and cautious - able to best other animals even 
though he lacks some of their natural gifts

Second, he is a man of action not reflection - healthy and robust - too much introspection 
makes men unhealthy, too much society robs them of their vitality and power - social man 
is enslaved, he has degenerated from his natural state

Third, he finds he needs met by/in the natural world 

State of nature - man is alone, idle and always near danger but able to meet it in most 
instances

However, he differs from the other animals:

1. Freedom/Free Will - not only a creature of impulse/instinct/habit - impulse 
can be resisted and remade - freedom from nature as his willing separates him from the 
natural flow of causes - something spiritual in the act of will (this will be echoed in Kant)

2. Self-perfection/improvement - man is able to set out to improve/change 
himself for the better

Yet for these capacities to have their day there needs to be a change in conditions, 
something to drive man to be unlike other animas - need leads to desire, fulfilling these 
desires leads to the use of ideas - e.g. this is good for that, or knowledge of his own death 
- separate him from animals. But without some impetus he does not naturally reflect, 
reason or plan - he simply meets his needs and lives on - without ideas, language or 
society - only activity and existence. 

But we can suppose that at some point population growth meant that this way of life was 
no longer sufficient to meet out needs - but who would cultivate a field without having 
property over it? Without leaving the state of nature? 

This move requires thought/language - but how are these to develop without society? - a 
less interesting Paradox since Rousseau is wrong about the sociability of early humans? 
Central to Rousseau as he wants to suggest that nature does not prepare us for society, 
and therefore the push into society changes man in a fundamental way - so what is it that 
gets us there? Not misery, according to Rousseau. And we shouldn’t be too quick to 
assume that life is much better in society. Contra Hobbes, self-preservation is easiest to 



maintain in the state of nature - it is the more complex demands/desires/needs of civilised 
man that are both created by and require society for their satisfaction. Further, he misses 
the role of empathy/compassion plays in getting natural man to treat others well or not 
cause them harm - empathy/compassion plays the role of laws/justice. Further still, this 
was sufficient as there was little cause for conflict in the state of nature. Even love fails to 
give us reason to leave the state of nature as the savage man only knows physical love. 

His days begin and end in the same way for centuries. 

Inequality increase in society

Slavery is a social not a natural condition - one has to have entered relationships of 
dependence and mutual need

Society comes about because of external force but they are unconnected chance 
occurrences - it could have been otherwise, men could have stayed in their natural state - 
this deteriorates the species as it accustoms him to society

[Slide - Part Two - inequality in society - A]

Part Two

Civil society is founded on private property - enclosing some piece of land and declaring it 
one’s own

Existence, preservation, procreation — self-perfection provoked by changing conditions — 
the growth of population leads to scarcity

Leads to the need to appropriate to oneself (and group), which establishes relations “I” and 
“us” vs. “you” and “them” - as well as qualities of those entities and relationships - “large” 
“small” “weak” “strong” “fast” “slow” “timorous” “bold” — this then in turn leads to Pride as a 
feeling/need 

Rules developed and followed in order to ensure our advantage and safety — slow learns 
to trust/cooperate and to suspect/compete — these developments then lead to faster 
development b/c of the new actions/relations it enables

Family as first society - difference between men/women as the first form of differentiation - 
inequality? Unclear in Rousseau, though he does suggest that society shapes/creates 
“woman” as an identity and takes away from her natural condition - working for the family 
to better those we are responsible for is then the first yoke imposed by society — this then 
is the origin of proper language - which both binds and differentiates between families/
tribes 

This common life expands to include larger bands defined by their distinctive customs - not 
yet law that binds at this point - and these emerging differentiations between man/woman, 
family/non-kin, insider/outsider lead to comparisons, producing ideas of beauty/merit and 
preference - leads to love/passion breeding jealousy and sacrifices of human blood — 
These then lead to a desire for public esteem - to be praised before one’s peers - leading 
to inequality and vice - vanity and contempt / shame and envy — The demand for dignity/
esteem then becomes the first right claimed - duties of civility and manners, the failure to 
uphold this leads offence — Offence then leads to more severe punishments - intended to 



be in proportion to the felt offence - and the coercive power of the law becomes the fear of 
vengeance rather than deterrent of non-cooperation 

These developments of the individual - increasing in sophistication - lead to the 
deterioration of the species 

[Slide - Part Two - Inequality in society - B]

Once society goes beyond individuals living together and cooperation is needed or the 
benefits of exploitation are realised — equity disappears and property and labour became 
necessary — note the emergence of class analysis emerges here! We reap slavery and 
misery!!

This development can be seen in emergence of iron and wheat - making subjugation and 
government possible - Europe read as most civilised but also most unfree and miserable!

Agriculture requires future oriented action - prudence - willingness to sacrifice something 
now for the sake of benefit later

Cultivation of land requires division of labour - prudential thinking socialised - as property 
is recognised and first rules of justice emerge - all have something to lose, which is the 
source of justice’s power 

Right of to the product of our labour is distinct from the right of property - right of society 
not a natural law

Inequality is created though unequal natural abilities, effort and circumstance - thus these 
inequities become moral/political inequality - the developments then further inequality even 
more 

Weak / Strong as the first division

We develop memory, imagination, egocentrism, reason - these lead to advantages - they 
then become virtues - we then learn to develop them or fake them

Appearance becomes more important than reality - leads to deceptive cunning - even 
more needs are generated  — dependency

In society we are all dependent upon others, becoming slaves in a sense to everyone else 
- and master, as it requires abuse 

Ambition then becomes a motivator/virtue - competition and rivalry / desire for exploitation

All this is the result of property and its resulting inequality

This then leads to the second division - rich and poor

This rising inequality leads to fearsome disorder as competition and deceit and jealousy 
begin to take hold 

Control/power taken by force - and even where authority is held it is lost once power is lost 
- the poor are a then a threat that needs to be alleviated 



Rules/contract are then instituted under guise of protecting the weak/poor and giving the 
rules/laws that will protect all and hold everyone accountable, thus creating sovereign/
government that is intended to protect and defend us

We rush to join this union for the protection it offers, not foreseeing the dangers it foretells 

As the weak/poor are get new fetters and strong/rich receive more forces to impose their 
will - usurpation is changed into absolute right - this spreads and international war/conflict 
ensues as each thinks of their own (inside/outside) 

This contract increases the power of the state - over and above the collective of individuals 
- and teaches decent men to kill without knowing why

The contract has to promise something to the poor/weak as they have nothing to lose but 
their liberty - government as a class invention

Society initially only general conventions protecting individuals guaranteed by the 
community — only with the subversion of this situation could the community be convinced 
to give the collective authority/power to the individual 

Third division - master / slave

authority given to secure liberty but not become enslaved - yet this is what happens, not 
because of any natural tendency to servitude - abuse is inevitable as power is placed in 
the hands of those who wanted it and stand to benefit from it

this creates a divide between the citizen and the subject - the former protecting their liberty 
and the later taking it from his neighbour - as again this new development strengthens/
deepens the tendency - greater tranquility and comfort are traded off for less and less 
liberty - this is brought about by the transformation of legitimate power into arbitrary power 

Paradox - the vices that make social institutions necessary also make their abuse 
inevitable 

Equality returns - all equally subject and debased under the tyrant - and justice again 
recedes as all that is left is the will of power 

Blind obedience is the only virtue fit for slaves - and this is what inequality has made of 
man!


